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Advertising dates back to the 10th century B. C. At this 
early date, spoken words and symbols consisting of movements of the 
hands, facial expressions and pictorial signs were used constantly. 
The spoken word was a practical method of advertising. In Greece 
public criers advertised rewards which were offered to persons who 
would return run-away slaves. Later, products, goods, and services 
were advertised by spoken words. Neighbors would tell other 
neighbors about the products, goods, and services that were avail¬ 
able and this would continue for miles and miles.'*- 
Trade marks have also been attributed to an early date because 
in Pompeii some trade marks, in the form of symbols, were found on 
terra cotta signs. In London and Paris, during the Middle Ages, 
stores had picture advertisements that consisted of both symbols 
and names. Both were used for practical purposes, so that the 
illiterate and literate people could identify the products.2 
Developments in the field of typography made the large-scale 
publication of advertisements possible. William Caxton printed an 
^Reginald T. Clough, "Origins of Advertising", Encyclopedia 




advertisement for a book on a poster as early as li*80. The German 
Newsweek carried advertisements as early as l£?lj newspapers in 
France and England carried advertisements in 1612 and 162$, respec¬ 
tively, The first newspaper in America to carry advertisements was 
the Boston News-Letter in 170iu The New England Weekly Journal 
carried advertisements regularly by 1728 and there were others.^" 
Advertising became widespread in the United States during 
the middle of the 19th century due to the improvements in the 
postal system and the developments of newspapers and magazines 
both of which developments help>ed to disseminate information to 
the public quicker and in larger distributions.^ 
Greater advances were made toward the end of the 19th century 
when many new Inventions caused advertising to become a dynamic 
enterprise in modern society; however, the pattern of advertising 
still stems from the pattern that was used during primitive times. 
During the twentieth century electronic inventions, such as radio 
and television, came into being. Advertising in radio consisted 
only of sp>oken words to the consumer which represented a change 
from the written pattern of advertising in newspapers, magazines, 
posters, and billboards.3 
^Ifaid.a p. 166. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid., p. 170. 
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In 19^0 advertisers gradually started advertising on tele¬ 
vision and, as television began to shoe signs of being accepted by 
an increasingly large number of viewers, the advertisers became 
more interested in increasing their use of this nee medium.1 
In I960 the total advertising budget for all media eas 
approximately 11 billion dollars and of this amount television 
averaged about 15 per cent.2 
Advertising on television eas considered to be most effective 
because, in addition to print and sound, television could employ a 
variety of patterns such as gestures, pictures, symbols and various 
methods of advertising such as animated cartoons, closeups of the 
products, "factual1* explanations of the products, et cetera. 
Television required the use of the eyes and the ears and this com¬ 
bination of auditory and visual appeal was believed to have added 
to the effectiveness of the advertisements. If the viewer turned 
his eyes away from the television set, the ear picked up the mes¬ 
sage. A "residual impression" was believed to be left with the 
viewer either from seeing the picture or from seeing the written 
language on the screen and from hearing the message of the adver¬ 
tisements.^ 
Although advertising in television is considered to be 
1Ibid. 
2*Television", Encyclopedia britannica Yearbook, I960, p. 
3vance Packard, The hidden Persuaders (New York: McKay, 
1957), p. UU8. 
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effective, one medium should not be isolated in taking all the 
credit for influencing the public. Ihere are many factors that 
influence the effect of advertising such as the emotional and 
material needs of the consumer, subliminal persuasion, the eco¬ 
nomic level of the consumer, geographical location of the 
consumer, et cetera 
It is considered "bad" public relations to use more than 
seven minutes an hour for advertising. The composition of the 
station audience changes from half-hour to half-hour because the 
audience for a local station flous in and out by twists of the 
dial, with loyalty to programs rather than to stations*^ 
The nation's £00 television stations divide their broad¬ 
cast periods according to the estimated size of the audience. 
Information regarding the size of the audience is presented by 
the television rating services. TWo time categories are usually 
designated in smaller cities while larger cities may have more 
time divisions which are designated so that the advertiser may pre¬ 
sent his prodicts to all types of consumers.^ 
In the United States there are a possible 18 valuable broad¬ 
cast hours on each of the three networks, the American Broadcasting 
^Leo Bogart, The Age of Television (New ïbrkt Ungar, 1956), 
p. 198. 
^Poyntz Tÿler, ed. Advertising in America (New ïbrk: Wilson, 
1959), PP. 1QU-10S. 
3lbid. 
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Company, the Columbia Broadcasting System, and the National Abroad- 
casting Company* The Federal Communications Commission compels 
the netsork to option nine hours to affiliated stations to carry 
nothing but sponsored netsork programs* A station receives about 
28 per cent of charges for time and has the privilege of using 60 
seconds of each hour for spot announcements and 30 seconds of each 
hour and half-hour break for station identification. Most stations 
charge about 60 per cent of their full-hour rate for spot announce¬ 
ments. The sale of local television time is handled by the same 
type of organization shich handles newspaper advertisements, the 
national representative. As a result of carrying the usually 
popular network programs during the nine designated hours, a local 
station can attract a large audience which may be exposed to the 
advertisements.1 
During the early days of television, advertising copy was 
written by a copywriter who worked separately from those writing 
for the television program. Bien the pattern changed and the copy 
writer became an integral part of the television show, writing both 
the show and the advertisement. A television copy writer does not 
need a "feeling for words" but a sense of dramatic timing. The use 
of moving pictures and spoken words requires the use of -the "right 
word" at the "right time". Production of a television advertise¬ 
ment begins when the advertising agency sends the studio a "story 
1Ibid. 
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board" that consists of sketches such as those used in comic-book 
layout* This board indicates the sequences that are to be shot 
in the filming of the advertisement. Next, the script, detailing 
scenery, props, and dialogue, are provided and the filming is done.l 
Advertising in television has become a field of concentration 
for research studies; however, most of the communication studies 
that are related to advertising in television deal with the effect 
of the medium on the audience. Such studies measure the audience’s 
reaction to certain advertisements and analyze the size of the 
audience. These analyses are significant but more detailed infor¬ 
mation regarding the content of advertisements is needed. Although 
studies relative to advertising have dealt more with the effect of 
the medium on the audience, the trend is beginning to change and it 
indicates that content analysis can be valuable in the study of 
advertising.^ The study of the impact of the contents of an ad¬ 
vertisement is just as important as a stucjy of the effects of the 
stimulus. "What is said, plus the selection of the setting in which 
it is said, is the role which public relations plays in the com- 
3 
munication process". 
Certain language usage interferes with communication in 
advertising because the public does not like to be fooled with pro¬ 
paganda devices that involve false symbols. Although advertising 
 
^Martin Mayer, Madison Avenue U. S. A. (New fork: Harper, 
1958), pp. 153-151». 
^Babette Kass, "Content Analysis in Advertising Research: 
Some New Applications of the Technique", Popular Opinion Quarterly, 
XLVI (Summer, 1958), 193-191». 
3 
^Charles Steinberg, The Mass Communicators (New ïbrk: 
Harper, 1958), p. 25. 
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represents freedom of competition and enables the public to engage 
in freedom of choice, it takes strategy and creative ability to 
inform and influence the consumer and simultaneously to respect 
and observe the ethics concerning competition. Information must 
be based on facts; advertisers must be careful in shat they are 
saying and, at the same time, realize the importance of hoe the 
advertisement is stated. Both are necessary to receive greater 
response from consumer reaction and to improve the process of 
communication.^ 
Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of this thesis is twofold: (l) to analyze the 
contents of the language of the advertisements presented on tele¬ 
vision in Atlanta, Georgia for one week, June 12, 1961, through 
June 18, 1961, and (2) to analyze, by subject, the trend of the 
language patterns of the advertisements on television. Special 
pleading and other language usage in advertisements tend to shift 
the meaning of words. Adjectives and generalizations in advertise¬ 
ments infer that all people use words with the same meaning and 
connotation. This study was designed to focus attention upon the 
uses of various words employed in the different advertisements 
shown on television and to point out these special pleadings, ad¬ 
jectives, and generalizations and to show how they are used. 
^Ibid., p. 28. 
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Methodology 
Each of the three channels in Atlanta, Channels IWo, Five, 
and Eleven mere checked on a weekly television schedule in order 
to delineate a channel with the greatest variety of television 
shows for adults# Portions of each television show on the three 
channels were viewed between the hours of 3*00 P.M. and 11*00 P.M. 
Monday through Sunday, May 15, 1961 through May 2ii, 1961# Channel 
TWo had a total of 56 shows, Channel Five presented 62 3hows and 
Channel Eleven had a total of 1*8 shows, making a total of 166 shows 
presented on the three channels during the sampling period. 
Tentatively, the television programs were grouped under the 
following 10 headings* (l) Comical, (2) Detective-adventure, (3) 
Dramatic, (ij) Educational, (5) Mystery, (6) Quia, (7) Religious, 
(8) Sports, (9) Variety of Talent, and (10) Western. The number 
of shows under each group on each of the three channels presented 
in rank order from the greatest number to -fee least in Table 1 
reveals the following* 
Of the 31 Detective-adventure shows presented on the three 
channels, eight were presented on Channel Five and included* (l) 
Checkmate, (2) Danger Man, (3) Malibu Run, (Ii) Man and the Challenge, 
(5) Perry Mason, (6) Route 66, (7) Tightrope, and (8) ühe Vikings. 
Thirty-one Western shows were presented on the three channels 
and seven of these were presented on Channel Five. These were* (l) 
The Californians, (2) Gunslinger, (3) Gunsmoke, (U) Have Gun Will 
9 
TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF SHOWS PRESENTED ON THE THREE CHANNELS 
IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
Types of Shows Number of S hows Total 
Channel 2 Channel 5 Channel 11 
Detective-adventure 10 8 13 31 
Western 13 7 11 31 
Dramatic 9 lii ii 27 
Comical 6 13 5 2ii 
Educational 7 6 6 19 
Variety of Talent 1* 3 3 10 
Quiz ii 3 2 9 
Sport3 1 k 2 7 
Mystery 2 3 1 6 
Religious ♦ • • 1 1 2 
Total 56 62 ii8 166 
Travel, ($.) Pioneers, (6) Rawhide, and (7) Zane Grey ïheater. 
Twenty-seven Dramatic snows were presented on the three 
channels and Hi of these shows were presented on Channel Five. 
These included* (l) BLue Angels, (2) Brighter Day, (3) Divorce 
Court, (ii) The Early Show, (5) Edge of Night, (6) General Electric 
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Theater, (7) The June Allyson Shorn, (8) Lassie, (9) Millionaire, 
(10) Movietime, (U) Secret Storm, (12) Science Fiction Theater, 
(13) United States Steel Hour, and (2k) The Verdict is Tours. 
There «ere 2i* Comical shows presented on the three channels 
with 13 of these appearing on Channel Five and including: (l) Andy 
Griffith Show, (2) Angel, (3) Candid Camera, (it) Danny Thomas, (5) 
Dennis, the Menace, (6) Dobie Gillis, (7) Father Knows Best, (8) 
Hennessey, (9) Jack Benny, (10) the Jim Backus Show, (ll) Pete and 
Gladys, (12) the Red Skelton Show, and (13) the Tom Ewell Show. 
Nineteen Educational shows were scheduled on the three 
channels; the six which were presented on Channel Five included: 
(1) Douglas Edwards and the Nen»3, (2) Eyewitness to History, (3) 
Face the Nation, (it) Panorama, (5) Reporter's Notebook, and (6) 
Twentieth Century. 
Three of the 10 Variety of Talent shows were presented on 
Channel Five and included: (l) the Ed Sullivan Show, (2) the Garry 
Moore Show, and (3) Grand Ole Opry.. 
Of the nine Quiz shows viewed on the three channels, the three 
which were presented on Channel Five were: (1) I've Got a Secret, 
(2) To Tell the Truth, and (3) What's My Line? 
There were seven Sports shows presented on the three channels 
and four of these were presented on Channel Five. These included: 
(1) Baseball Games, (2) Outdoor Ramble, (3) Sports Spectacular, and 
(11) wrestling matches. 
The three channels presented six Mystery shows with the 
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following three viewed on Channel Five* (l) Suspicion, (2) Twilight 
Zone, and (3) Way Out* 
There were only two Religious shows presented during the 
sampling period with one, the Le Fevres, presented on Channel Five* 
It was decided to analyze the advertisements on Channel Five 
because this channel presented the greatest number and variety of 
■ 
shows for adults* The network affiliated with this channel in 
Atlanta, Georgia is the Columbia Broadcasting System. The tele¬ 
vision shows were viewed for seven days, Monday through Sunday from 
3:00 P.M* to 11:00 P.M. during which period advertisements on 62 
television shows were analyzed* A list of the television shows 
whose advertisements were analyzed is included in the Appendix. 
From the preliminary viewing, it seemed expedient to include 
advertisements from l£-minute, 30-minute, and 60-minute shows. Both 
network and local advertisements were included in the analysis but 
not every advertisement was analyzed. The selection of the adver¬ 
tisements was based on random sampling} every second advertisement 
was recorded on a tape recorder and the language patterns of ihese 
advertisements were analyzed* For example, the Early Show (motion 
picture) had a variety of sponsors for eight different types of 
products. 
The types of advertisements on the television shows were 
concerned with the following types of products: (1) alcoholic 
beverages, (2) building and industrial materials, (3) confections, 
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such as candy and chewing gum, (U) consumer services such as 
directions and references in relation to products, goods, and 
services, (5) cosmetics, (6) drugs and medications, (7) foods and 
food products, (8) gasoline and lubricants, (9) household equip¬ 
ment and appliances, (10) motor vehicles, products, supplies, (ll) 
securities, (12) smoking materials snd tobacco products, (13) soaps 
and detergents, (Uj) soft drinks, coffee, tea, and (1$) searing 
apparel and accessories. The findings regarding the types of ad¬ 
vertisement in relationship to the types of shoes presented on 
Channel Five are shown in Table 2. 
Alcoholic beverages sere advertised on five types of shows. 
These sere: (l) Comical, (2) Detective-adventure, (3) Dramatic, 
(h) Educational, and (5) Sports. 
Advertisements for building materials sere presented on one 
type of show which was classified as Dramatic. 
Confections sere advertised on one Sports show. Consumer 
service advertisements sere presented on two types of shows which 
sere: (l) Comical, and (2) Dramatic. 
Cosmetics sere advertised on seven types of shows. These 
Included: (l) Comical, (2) Detective-adventure, (3) Dramatic, 
(U) Educational, (5) Mystery, (6) Quiz, and (7) Western. 
Drug and Medication advertisements sere presented on six 
- 
: 
types of shows. Among these shows sere: (l) Detective-adventure, 
(2) Dramatic, (3) Mystery, (Ü) Quiz, (£) Sports, and (6) Western. 
Food advertisements sere presented on six types of shows 
13 
TABLE 2 
TZPES AND NUMBER OF ADVERTISEMENTS IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE 


















































ehich includeds (l) Comical, (2) Detective-adventure, (3) Dramatic, 
U) Religious, (5) Sports, and (6) Western. 
Gasoline and lubricant advertisements eere presented on four 
types of shoes. These seres (l) Comical, (2) Sports, (3) Variety 
of Talent, and (ii) Western. 
Household equipment advertisements eere presented on five 
types of shoes. These shoes seres (l) Comical, (2) Detective- 
adventure, (3) Dramatic, (U) Educational, and ($) Variety of Talent 
types. 
Motor vehicle advertisements eere presented on four types of 
1$ 
shows which worst (l) Comical, (2) Dramatic, (3) Sports, and 
Variety of Talent. 
Security advertisements were presented on three types of 
shows which included* (l) Comical, (2) Dramatic, and (3) Educa¬ 
tional» 
Tobacco advertisements were presented on six types of shows. 
Among these shows were* (l) Comical, (2) Detective-adventure, (3) 
Dramatic, (it) Educational, (5) Quia, and (6) Western types. 
Soap and detergent advertisements were presented on five 
types of shows. ïhese were: (l) Comical, (2) Detective-adventure, 
(3) Dramatic, (it) Educational and (5) Variety types. 
Non-alcoholic beverages were advertised on the following four 
types of shows: (l) Comical, (2) Dramatic, (3) Educational, and (it) 
Mystery. 
Wearing apparel advertisements were presented on three types 
of shows which were: (l) Detective-adventure, (2) Dramatic, and 
(3) Sports. 
Cosmetics, drugs, foods, tobacco, alcoholic beverages, house¬ 
hold equipment, and soaps and detergents were the seven leading types 
of advertisements, each presented on five or more of the 62 shows on 
Channel five» Gasoline and lubricants, orator vehicles, and securities, 
wearing apparel, building and industrial materials, consumer services 
and confections were the five types of advertisements presented on 
fewer than five different shows chiring the sampling period on 
Channel Five. 
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The criteria for analyzing the language of the advertisements 
was based on the language patterns which were established by William 
Whyte and which consisted of the following* (l) announcement, which 
is a statement that gives specific notice, for example, "New, 
exclusive..."; (2) anti-competition language which makes generali¬ 
zations about the popularity of the product that is being advertised 
such as, "America's fastest selling soap,"; (3) floating comparative, 
which refers to an advertisement that pertains to the comparison of 
the product with the competitor's product, for example, "Brand X 
rinses twice as clean as Brand P; {4) key adjective that is used 
as a principle word in describing the advertisement; (5) proof 
positive, which refers to any statement that claims to give the 
reliability of the product being advertised, such as "Three out 
of four doctors reconanend this product"; and (6) stock appeal lan¬ 
guage which has reference to the emotional appeal to the consumer 
in that it offers a bonus, for example, "Buy one, get one free".^ 
It was decided to add to this list a miscellaneous category for 
checking the language pattern that does not fall in any of the other 
areas. 
The material was analyzed first by its general content and next 
by subject areas. A frequency count of the occurrence of key ad¬ 
jectives comprised the last section of the analysis. In the case 
%illiam Whyte, "Language of Advertising", Fortune. XLVI 
(September, 1952), 99-100. 
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of repetition, that is, the same commercial which used the same 
words, only one of the advertisements was analyzed. A list of the 
advertisements analyzed is included in Appendix B. 
CHAPTER II 
LANGUAGE PATTERNS REVEALED THROUGH AN ANALYSIS OF 
SELECTED TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS 
The language that «as analysed in the television adver¬ 
tisements «as checked according to Whyte's patterns1 which were 
described in the methodology section of this thesis. There were 
198 advertisements presented on television during the period of 
analysis. Among the 198, 31 were repetitions which left a total 
of 167 advertisements but 17 of these 167 advertisements used a 
combination of language patterns which made a total of 190 language 
patterns employed in the 167 advertisements. For example, there 
were two building material advertisements which used a combina¬ 
tion of language patterns; one advertisement employed proof posi¬ 
tive and stock appeal languages and the other advertisement used 
floating comparative and stock appeal languages (see Table 3). 
The language patterns that were revealed in the advertise¬ 
ments on television will be discussed separately according to 
frequency of occurrence. Not all of the types of advertisements 
under the six language patterns will be discussed since it is the 
purpose of this study to focus attention upon the uses of various 
adjectives and generalizations. For example, if there are only 




USE OF FLOATING COMPARATIVE LANGUAGE IN 
TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS 
Types of Products Advertised Frequency 
Cosmetics • 13 
Tobacco products • 9 
Soaps and detergents • ••••••••••••*• 8 
Food and food products ...•••••.••••. 6 
Household equipment and products ...•••••• U 
Non-alcoholic beverages ...••.••.»..•• U 
Drugs and medications ............... 3 
Motor vehicles, products and supplies 2 
Gasoline • •••••. .............. 2 
Building materials .... ............ 1 
Securities •••••..• ............ 1 
Wearing apparel ..••• •••••••••••• 1 
Total $1* 
two gasoline advertisements classified as floating comparatives 
and these two advertisements do not tend to shift the meanings of 
the words used in describing them, then these advertisements wiU 
not be discussed under floating comparative. 
Fifty-four of the 190 language patterns were identified as 
floating comparative, 1*9 were announcement, 29 were anti-competition, 
23 were stock appeal, 18 were proof positive, and 17 were classified 
as miscellaneous (see Table 11). 
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Floating Comparative 
(Language which compares a product with that of a competitor) 
Cosmetics,—Cosmetic advertisements were found to use floating 
comparative language more than any of the other types of advertise¬ 
ments. These products, when compared with the competitor's product, 
were advertised as being "better". Included in the 13 cosmetic 
advertisements were 10 hair conditioners, all 10 of which were 
described as "better than ... and doing twice the work" of its 
competitor. The White Rain Shampoo advertisement made the state¬ 
ment that "White Rain rinses twice as clean as other shampoos". 
Luster Cream made its comparison in being concerned with the 
neatness of the hair as compared with other shampoos, e.g., "For 
hair that's shinier, easier to manage too..." Alberto V0^ made 
its comparison in indicating that women not only want to keep their 
hair looking "nice" but their clothes as well, ... "not greasy or 
messy and won't rub off on clothes." Command made its comparison 
in stating that with ordinary or regular hair tonic you have to use 
water ... "and water murders your hair". 
Tobacco products .—Tobacco product advertisements revealed 
nine examples of the use of floating comparative patterns in relation 
to cigarette filters and tobacco taste* "Want to smoke twice as 
refreshed?...Bien smoke bel Air because the filter's refreshed." 
Another tobacco advertisement stated that if one were interested 
in the ..."deep weave filter, deep weave blend, Viceroy's got it 
at both ends". Phillip Morris's advertisement stated that their 
21 
tobacco was cleaner than any other tobaccos "The cleaner the 
tobacco the better it tastes, the cleaner the tobacco, the cleaner 
it tastes* Noticeably better I" 
Soaps and detergents*—Eight soap and detergent advertisements 
were classified as floating comparative* Joy and Lux Liquid were 
almost Identical in the descriptions of their products. Both used 
the word "mildness" in connection with the word "power" in referring 
to the importance and the gentleness of the product* According to 
one advertisement, if the consumer were interested in getting a dirty 
pan as clean a3 a sparkling glass, then Swan was the product to buy. 
"With Swan you get the pan you washed last really clean like the 
glass you first washed". A Tide advertisement inferred that all 
other soaps and detergents dry up dirt in clothes. Clorox could 
make Tide feel unimportant because "Clorox gets out dirt that suds 
leave in". 
Food and food products.—There were six food advertisements 
that employed floating comparative language. Campbell's soup com» 
pared with other soups indicated that Campbell's soup belonged to 
the elite class, "Have you had your soup today? Campbell's of course". 
If the consumer is weight conscious, "Ma sola is more effective in 
cutting down fat" in cooking* Pillsbury Flour, as compared with 
other flours, was superior. A Pillsbury's Flour advertisement 
stated that Pillsbury's Flour was "the only" flour to buy. 
Household products*—Advertisements for four household pro¬ 
ducts revealed the use of floating comparative, language. ‘Rio 
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advertisements stated that if the consumer Hants a wax that does 
not yellow for an indefinite period of time, he has at least two 
choicest Aerowax and Johnson's Klear. Both of these advertise¬ 
ments stated... "will not yellow ever". 
Non-alcoholic beverages .—Soft drink advertisements employed 
floating comparative language four times. One of Lipton's Tea 
advertisements stated that it "Tastes so good you know it's Lipton". 
A Maxwell House Coffee advertisement stated, ..."good to the last 
drop". 
Drugs and medications.—lhere were three drug and medication 
advertisements that used floating comparative language. St. 
Joseph's Aspirin's advertisement stated, ..."ready to act faster 
than any other aspirin”. 
Among the other four types of advertisements that revealed 
the use of floating comparative language less than three times 
each were those for building materials, motor vehicles, products 
and supplies, securities, and wearing apparel. Table 3 shows the 
use of floating comparative language in the television advertise¬ 
ments • 
The use of floating comparative language in the cosmetics 
advertisements had a tendency to shift the meanings of words and 
to exaggerate. Since there were 10 hair conditioners to compare, 




(Statement giving specific notice of a new product) 
Foods»—«Food advertisement made use of announcement language 
more than any of the other types of advertisements» Nine food ad¬ 
vertisements revealed the use of announcement language» The 
adjective "new" was used in four of these nine advertisements 
which seems to have indicated that the audience was looking for 
something different to eat. Examples of the use of announcement 
language in food advertisements were: "French's new instant mashed 
potatoes", "America'3 new way to bake", and "Jello, new instant 
pudding"» 
Gosmetics .—Eight cosmetics advertisements employed announce¬ 
ment language. The adjective "new" was used in four cosmetic ad¬ 
vertisements» Two examples of the use of "new" in the cosmetic 
advertisements were: "The new power spray for men"» Another 
example of the use of announcement language in cosmetics adver¬ 
tisement was, "Great shaving news 4 Smartest shave in half the time". 
Soaps and detergents.—-There were eight soap and detergent 
advertisements that used announcement language* These advertise¬ 
ments were concerned with providing the consumer with information 
relative to improved methods of getting work done. Niagara Starch 
announced, "New washer starching method”, and SOS, Soap Pads announced, 
"New soap suds pads". 
Drugs and medications.—There were seven drug and medication 
advertisements that used announcement language patter:» on tele¬ 
vision. These advertisements provided "factual" information 
2h 
concerning added ingredients to do "faster" work in helping the 
consumer feel "better"* Dondrill’s Tablets* advertisements stated, 
"Nee Do ndr ill Tablets stop useless coughing, due to excessive 
smoking"* Infra Rub*s advertisements stated •*• "nee European 
discovery relieves minor aches and pains•••" 
Household products*—Five household product advertisements 
revealed the use of announcement language* One advertisement in¬ 
ferred that if the consumer had used the product and was not 
satisfied with the result, then the consumer has another chance 
to try the product when he hears, "Nen improved No Bugs m* Lady, 
non better than ever" (see Table ii)« 
Anti-competition 
(Language which makes general statements about the 
popularity of the product) 
Anti-competition language wa3 used seven times in cosmetic 
advertisements, six times in advertising motor products, four times 
in connection with drug and medication advertisements, four times 
with tobacco products, three times in soap and detergent advertise¬ 
ments, two times for advertising food and food products, twice also 
with household product advertisements and once in an advertisement 
for alcoholic beverages. 
3he anti-competition language used was misleading and 
exaggerated; this was noticeable in the language used to advertise 
cosmetics, motor products, and soap and detergents* 
Cosmetics*—Tko cosmetics advertisements used the superlative 
form of the word "large" stating that a certain shaving cream was 
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TABLE U 
USE OF ANNOUNCEMENT LANGUAGE IN TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS 
Types of Products Advertised Frequency 
Food and food products *••••••••*••••• 9 
Cosmetics *••••««* • • » « * * *«••••• 8 
Soaps and detergents ,  8 
Drugs and medications * . • •••••••*..•• 7 
Household products ... • ...*•••••••. 5 
Alcoholic beverages •  5 
Motor vehicles products and supplies *•••*••• 2 
Tobacco products 2 
Wearing apparel 2 
Securities .•••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Total ]$ 
the "largest selling" on the market when obviously only one of 
the products could have been the largest selling* Insertion of the 
nord "one" would have been feasible since it would have resulted in 
the statement, "one of the largest selling" on the market and would 
not have shifted the meaning of the superlative form of the adjective 
"large*• 
Motor products*—»T»o advertisements which were classified as 
anti-competition indicated that two automobile dealers located in 
the same state were the "largest selling" dealers in that parti¬ 
cular state. Central Chevrolet's advertisement stated, "Georgia's 
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largest new and used car dealer"* Nalljsy Chevrolet's advertisement 
stated, "Georgia's largest new car dealer"* Although Nalley Chev¬ 
rolet used toe phrase, "largest new car dealer" and Central Chevrolet 
used toe phrase, "largest new and used car dealer", both claimed to 
be toe "largest new car dealer" in toe same state* 
Soaps and detergents.—Advertisement for both Ajax and Comet 
cleansers stated that these products were the "best" and "largest" 
selling cleansers on the market* 
Some of the advertisements claimed that certain products 
were not only the "best" in this country but in the entire world* 
Bayer Aspirin's slogan stated, "The best aspirin the world has ever 
known". Lee and Perrin's slogan stated, "The world's largest 
selling sauce"* Pillsbury Flour's slogan stated «««"found in 
kitchens where only the best will do"* Table £ shows toe frequency 
of use of anti-competition language in television advertisements* 
TABLE 5 
USE OF ANTI-COMPETITION LANGUAGE IN 
TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS 
Types of Products Advertised Frequency 
Cosmetics ••••*•.•••••••• 7 
Motor vehicles products and supplies • 6 
Drugs and medications ..••*•*•• it 
Tobacco products ••• *»•«•*•• U 
Soaps and detergents .*•••*••• 3 
Food and food products •*•.»••• 2 
Household equipment and products • • • 2 




(Language making an emotional appeal through offering 
free gifts or bonuses) 
Stock appeal language mas revealed in 10 of the 1$ categories 
of advertisements and mas checked five times in motor product ad¬ 
vertisements, four times each in cosmetics and soap and detergent 
advertisements, and in household products three times* Stock 
appeal mas used twice for advertising building materials* Drugs, 
foods, gasoline, tobacco products and searing apparel advertise¬ 
ments employed stock appeal language once each. 
In appealing to the emotions of the consumer these words sere 
used, "Buy one, get one free", ?...free offer", "...Save", "...valuable 
saving", and "...write for free... today". The product was first 
described then a statement offering the consumer "something for 
nothing" was employed. An example of this was, "Buy new improved 
Zest with puralin plus... introductory offer. Five cents off I 
Hurry; offer limited" (see Table 6). 
Proof Positive 
(Language used to stress the reliability of the product) 
Proof positive language was checked a total of 18 times in 
the programs analyzed. Drug and médication advertisements used 
proof positive language five times with cosmetics in second place 
with a frequency of four. Soap and detergent advertisements used 
proof positive language three times, building materials, consumer 
services, food and food products, household products, tobacco 
products, and searing apparel advertisements employed proof positive 
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TABLE 6 
USE OF STOCK APPEAL LANGUAGE IN TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS 
Tÿpes of Products Advertised Frequency 
Motor products • ü> 
Cosmetics ••• ****•••***»•.*«•»«* U 
Soaps and detergents • •••••••••.••••*• U 
Household products .•.••••••••••••••• 3 
Building materials • ••••••••»•..«•••• 2 
Drugs and medications • •••.*.•..••..•• 1 
Food and food products ...1. ........... 1 
Gasoline ........  .......... 1 
Tobacco products ................... 1 
Wearing apparel ..  .......... 1 
Total 23 
language one time each (See Table 7)• 
These advertisements intended to provide the consumer with 
"factual" information concerning the reliability of the product 
being described as, for example: "...used by over 10,000,000 
dentists," .guaranteed by Good Housekeeping", ”...guaranteed 
to end dandruff problems", "...proved effective by the American 
Dental Association", "commended by Parents Magazine", "...recommended 
by general practioners", and "... 1hree out of four doctors recommend 
• • * Anacin'i 
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TABLE 7 
USE OF PROOF POSITIVE LANGUAGE IN TELEVISION 
ADVERTISEMENTS 
Types of Products Advertised Frequency 
Drugs and medications 5 
i '■ '* •. . * ... -, * K ' 
Cosmetics • U 
Soaps and detergents •»<««•**.».*••» 3 
Building materials • ............... 1 
Consumer services 1 
Food and food products • «.»..*.•••... 1 
Household equipment and products 1 
Tobacco products ......... ..••••.. 1 
Wearing apparel 1 
Total 18 
An Infra-Rub advertisement stated, "Relieves minor aches 
and pains due to rheumatism and arthritis", "proved in arthritic 
clinics". Another advertisement stated "...two out of three 
doctors recommend Ironized least". 
These advertisements mere somewhat, cautious in what they 
were claiming but, at the same time, they influenced consumers who 
could easily be misled. Actually these advertisements offered no 
proof in regard to research studies and surveys or the doctors’ 
statements to which references were made. 
Miscellaneous 
The miscellaneous category included advertisements that 
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described the products without using any of the other five language 
patterns* These advertisements gave the name and a description of 
the product without any special pleading or generalizations* An 
example of an advertisement that was classified as miscellaneous 
was "...helps fight tooth decay, helps stop bad breath all day”* 
Handy Andy'sslogan stated, "The all-purpose cleaner that gobbles 
up dirt"* Classified as miscellaneous advertisements were two for 
soaps and detergents, three for household products, two for foods, 
two for non-alcoholic beverages, one for a confection, one for a 
consumer service, one for a drug, one for a motor product, one for 
a security, one for a tobacco products, and one advertisement of 
wearing apparel (See Table 8). 
Key Adjectives 
Each advertisement used adjectives in such a manner as to 
attract the attention of the consumer. These adjectives desig¬ 
nated as key adjectives served as a principal descriptive word} 
for example, "Anacin relieves headache pain fast, fast, fast". In 
this particular statement the adjective "fast" served as the key 
adjective. There were 135 key adjectives used in the 167 adver¬ 
tisements that were analyzed. A frequency count of the occurrence 
of key adjectives is shown in Table 9. 
The adjective "new" was used three times as often as the 
next adjectives in the group. An example of the use of "new" in 
the television advertisements was, "New once-a-week shine, Shine 
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TABLE 8 
USE OF MISCELLANEOUS LANGUAGE IN TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS 
Tÿpe of Products Advertised Frequency 
Household equipment and products • 3 
Food and food products *..••.••••.•••••»• 2 
Soaps and detergents • 2 
Non-alcoholic beverages ................. 2 
Confections ................ 1 
Consumer services  .............. 1 
Cosmetics 1 
Drugs and medications .......  ....... 1 
Motor vehicles, products and supplies .  ..... 1 
Securities ...... .................. 1 
Tobacco products ... .................. 1 
Wearing apparel ... ........  . • 1 
Total 17 
lasts for seven days; new applicator, new sponge pad, new buffer, 
new shoe polish bottle". 
The adjectives "best", "fast", and "good" comprised the 
next group of key adjectives and they occurred 16 times each. 
"Sea and Ski best for protection" and "for fast relief from 
headache pain "are examples of the use of the adjectives "best" 
and "fast". One of Pall Mall's advertisements used the adjective 
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TABLE 9 




best . . 
fast • • 
good . . 
fresh . • 
instant . 
regular . 
more . • 
only • • 
extra • . 
(Adjectives used more than 10 times 
but fewer than 50 times) 
Frequency 
    1*9 
    16 
 16 
 16 
   15 
 15 




"good” six times in a slogan stating, "Pall Mall so good, good, 
good} good looking, good tasting, good smoking". 
The adjectives "fresh", "instant", and "regular" were 
included in the next frequency group in that each occurred 1$ 
times. The adjective "more" occurred 11» times. Table 10 lists 
the adjectives used more than five times but fewer than 10 times. 
Other examples of the use of adjectives in the advertise¬ 
ments presented on television were* "10^11 feel better about 
smoking Kent} Kent with the famous micronite filter"; "Plymouth 
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TABLE 10 
ADJECTIVES USED MORE THAN FIVE TIMES BUT FEWER THAN 10 TIMES 
Adjectives 
better . • 
famous v . 
S ' 
free . . . 
exclusive 
ordinary . 
clean . . 
largest . 
longer . . 
longest . 
longer . . 















the stylist beauty"j and "Tsenty-five makers pack Tide inside 
their machines'** 
The other 113 key adjectives occurred less than five times. 
Some of these adjectives were: delicious, delightful, popular, 
valuable, essence, fabulous, and wonderful* 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
There were 198 advertisements noted during the period of 
the analysis. Of the 198 advertisements presented, 31 were re¬ 
petitions which left a total of 167 advertisements for final analysis. 
Seventeen of the 167 advertisements used a combination of language 
patterns Which made a total of 190 language patterns employed in 
the l67 advertisements. 
Of the 190 language patterns noted, $h were classified as 
floating comparative, li9 as announcement, 29 as anti-competition, 
23 were listed as stock appeal, 18 as proof positive, and 17 were 
classified as miscellaneous. Floating comparative had the highest 
frequency of occurrence. Products were frequently compared with 
the competitor's product as being "better", Uoing twice the work", and 
"giving twice the service" as the comparative in frequency of use^ and 
anti-competition ranked in third place, stock appeal in fourth place, 
proof positive in fifth place, and the miscellaneous category was 
last with a frequency of 17. 
Thirty-seven of the 167 advertisements were for cosmetics» 
28 advertisements were for soaps and detergents, 21 were for drugs 
and medications, 21 were for food and food products, 18 were for 
household equipment and products, 18 were for tobacco products, 
16 were for motor products and supplies, 11 were for non-alcoholic 
3h 
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beverages, six were for nearing apparel, four were for building 
and industrial materials, three were for gasoline and lubricants, 
three were for securities, two were for consumer services, one 
was for alcoholic beverages, and one was for confections. 
Cosmetic advertisements made most U3e of the language 
patterns revealed in the television advertisements by employing 
all six language patterns (see Table 11). Floating comparative 
language patterns were revealed in 13 cosmetics advertisements, 
announcement language patterns were used eight times, anti¬ 
competition language patterns seven times, proof positive and 
stock appeal were used four times each and one cosmetic adver¬ 
tisement employed a miscellaneous language pattern. 
There were 13 cosmetic advertisements that used floating 
comparative language and included in the 13 advertisements were 10 
hair conditioners. All ten of these advertisements were superior 
to each other. The use of floating comparative language in cos¬ 
metic advertisements had a tendency to shift the meaning of words 
and to exaggerate. 
Soap and detergent advertisements ranked second place in 
the frequency of use in the language patterns. Of the 28 soap 
and detergent advertisements, announcement and floating compara¬ 
tive language patterns were used eight times each, stock appeal 
language patterns were used four times, anti-competition and proof 
positive language patterns were used in three advertisements each 
and the miscellaneous category was used twice. 
IhBLE 11 
LANGUAGE PATTERNS REVEALED IN THE TIPES OF ADVERTISEMENTS 
PRESENTED ON TELEVISION 
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Drug and medication advertisements and food and food product 
advertisements comprised third place in the frequency of use in the 
language patterns. Seven of the drug and medication advertisements 
sere classified as announcement, five sere proof positive, four were 
anti-competition, three sere floating comparative, one sas stock 
appeal and one sas classified as miscellaneous. Nine of the food 
and food product advertisements sere classified as announcement, 
six sere floating comparative, two sere anti-competition, two sere 
miscellaneous, one sas proof positive, and one sas classified as 
stock appeal. 
The use of announcement language in drug and food advertise¬ 
ments had a tendèncy to introduce the consumer to some "new* pro¬ 
duct or to introduce the consumer to some improvement in an old 
product. Food advertisements made use of announcement language more 
than arçy of the other types of advertisements. The adjective "new" 
sas used in most of the food advertisements shich seems to have 
indicated that the audience sas looking for something different or 
new to eat. 
Drug and medication advertisements had a tendency to U3e 
proof positive language more than any of the other advertisements. 
These advertisements sere somewhat cautious in shat they sere 
claiming but at the same time, they influenced the consumer sho 
could easily be misled. Actually these advertisements offered 
no proof of the findings of research surveys and studies or to doctors’ 
statements to shich they referred* 
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Household products and tobacco products ranked fourth place 
with announcement language being used in five of the household pro¬ 
duct advertisements, the floating comparative «as used four times, 
stock appeal language and miscellaneous language patterns were used 
three times each, anti-competition «as used twice, and proof positive 
language «as used once. Nine of the tobacco product advertisements 
revealed the use of floating comparative language patterns, four 
anti-competition language patterns, two used the announcement 
pattern, and one each used proof positive, stock appeal, and a 
miscellaneous language pattern. 
Motor product advertisements received fifth place in the 
frequency range of the employment of the six language patterns. Six 
of the motor product advertisements were classified as anti-competition, 
five «ere stock appeal, two «ere announcement, two «ere floating com¬ 
parative, and one was classified as miscellaneous. 
The sixth place according to the frequency of use in the 
language patterns was received by non-alcoholic beverages. Announce¬ 
ment language was found in five of the non-alcoholic beverage ad¬ 
vertisements, floating comparative language was revealed in four of 
the advertisements, and two advertisements «ere designated as 
miscellaneous. 
Advertisements for building materials received seventh place 
according to the types of commodity advertisements employed in the 
six language patterns. Stock appeal language patterns were included 
in two building materials advertisements, and once each in proof 
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positive and floating comparative language patterns. 
Gasoline and lubricant advertisements ranked eighth place 
in using the floating comparative language twice and the stock 
appeal language pattern once. 
Ninth place according to the frequency of use in the language 
patterns was received by consumer services. Miscellaneous language 
was employed in one of the consumer services advertisements and the 
proof positive language was revealed in another in this category. 
Alcoholic beverages and confections ranked in tenth place 
in terms of the frequency of advertising. Alcoholic beverage 
advertisements employed anti-competition language once and the 
confection advertisement was classified as miscellaneous. 
The use of anti-competition language was somewhat misleading 
and exaggerated. There were three examples of the use of exaggera¬ 
tion in anti-competition language found in cosmetic advertisements, 
motor product advertisements, and soap and detergent advertisements. 
B»o shaving creams claimed to be the "largest selling" on the market. 
■Duo car dealers selling the same make of car were the "largest 
selling" dealer in the same state. Two cleansers also claimed to be 
the largest selling cleansers on the market. The insertion of the 
word "one" would have been feasible since it would have resulted in 
the statement, "one of the largest selling" on the market and would 
not have shifted the meaning of the superlative form of the adjective 
"large". 
There were 135 key adjectives used in the advertisements on 
UO 
television. Some of the adjectives whose comparative and super¬ 
lative forms that were frequently used were: clean, close, fast, 
fresh, good, great, large, mild, pure, and rich. 
Language in advertising on television presents a semantic 
pitfall because all people do not use words in the same connotation. 
The examples of the use of the superlative form of the adjective 
"large" in the thesis proper are only three of the many examples 
found that tended to shift the meaning of words in advertisements. 
Hie use of the floating comparative language revealed in of the 
190 total language patterns analyzed indicated that the trend of 
advertising is toward comparing one’s product with a competitor’s 
product; each of the products was supposed to be superior. In the 
use of anti-competition language each product wa3 said to be the 
"best" on the market. Therefore, generalizations and adjectives 
used in the comparative and superlative forms tend to shift the 
meanings of words. Although the Federal Trade Commission warns 
advertisers not to mislead the consumer in making false claims, 
et cetera, many people are still misled by the use of certain 
words in advertisements. 
APPENDIX A 
ALPHABETICAL LIST OF TELEVISION SHOWS VIEWED WITH LIST OF 
TYPES OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR EACH 
Television Shows Types of Advertisements 
Andy Griffith Soaps and detergents 
Angel Household products 
Baseball Alcoholic beverages; 
Cosmetics; Motor 
vehicles 
Blue Angels Cosmetics; Drugs 
Brighter Day Cosmetics; Drugs 
Californians Cosmetics 
Candid Camera Soaps and detergents 
Checkmate Household products; 
Soaps and detergents 
Danger Man Alcoholic beverages; 
Cosmetics; Household 
products; Tobacco products 
Danny Thomas Food and food products 
Dennis the Menace Food and food products 
Divorce Court Cosmetics; Drugs; 
Household products 
Dobie Gillis Food products; 
Household produc ts 
Early Show Alcoholic beverages; 
Cosmetics; Drugs; Food; 
Gasoline; Household 
products; Securities; 




Edge of Night 
Eyewitness to History 
Face tiie Nation 
Father Knows Best 
Gary Moore 
General Electric Theater 




Have Gun Will Travel 






Types of Advertisements 
Household products; 
Soaps and detergents 
Cosmetics; Drugs; 
Household products; 








Food and food products 







Cosmetics; Tobacco products 




Food and food products 
Food and food prochets 
Cosmetics; Drugs Malibu Run 
Television Shows Types of Advertisements 
Man and the Challenge Food products 
Millionaire Cosmetics; Drugs; Food; 
Household products; 
Wearing apparel 
Movietime Cosmetics; Drugs 
Ness, Douglas Edwards Drugs; Soaps and detergents; 
Tobacco products 
News, Panorama Alcoholic beverages; 
Cosmetics; Drugs; Foods; 
Motor vehicles; Non¬ 
alcoholic beverages; 
Wearing apparel 
Outdoor Ramble Motor vehicles 
Perry Mason Drugs; Cosmetics; Food 
products; Soaps and 
detergents 
Pete and Gladys Food products; Consumer 
services 
Pioneers Non-alcoholic beverages 
Rawhide Cosmetics; Drugs; Household 
products 
Red Skelton Gasoline; Household 
equipment 
Reporter’s Notebook Soaps and detergents 
Route 66 Motor vehicles; Tobacco 
products 
Science Fiction Theater Drugs 
Secret Storm Cosmetics; Drugs; House¬ 
hold products; Non¬ 
alcoholic beverages 
Suspicion Household products; 
Soaps and detergents 
Television Shows 
Tightrope 




United States Steel Hour 
The Verdict is lours 
Vikings 
Way Out 
What's My Line 
Wrestling 
Types of Advertisements 
Cosmetics 
Cosmetics; Drugs; Tobacco 
products 
Soaps and detergents 
Securities 
Tobacco products 











vehicles; Wearing apparel 
Zane Grey Theater Cosmetics 
APPENDIX B 
CHECKLIST OF THE NUMBER OF ADVERTISEMENTS 
ANALYZED BY SUBJECT 
Alcoholic beverages 
1. Carlings Black Label Beer 
Building materials 
2. Mary Carter Paint 
3. United States Steel 
Confections 
U. Dentyne Chewing Gum 
Consumer services 
5. A and P Food Stores 
6. Beakins Certified Service 
Cosmetics 
*8* Attorn hair spray^ 
*10. Alberto V05 hair dressingg 
*12. Arrid deodorantg 
13. Ban deodorant 
*l£. Colgate toothpaste 
*17. Command hair tonic,, 
*The subscript number indicates the number of times the 




18. Oleem toothpaste 
19. Green Mist Mouthwash 
*21. Helene Curtis Spraynet,, 
22. Luster Cream hair tonic 
23. Miss Clairol hair conditioner 
2b. Noxema Shaving Cream 
2$. Pepsodent toothpaste 
, 26. Poise skin cream 
27. Rapid Shave 
28. Sea and Ski sun-tan lotion 
29. Shinola shoe polish 
30. Stripe toothpaste 
31. Suave hair lotion 
*33. Toni permanent wave solution2 
*35. Vitalis hair tonicg 
36. White Rain shampoo 
37. Zest 
Drugs and medications 
38. Anacin 




b5. Dondril Tablets 
U7 
Drugs and medications (continued) 
U6. Freezone 
U7* Halley's M. 0. 
U8. Infra Rub 
1*9, Ironized least 
*51, Modi Quicks2 
*53. Phillips Milk of Magnesia2 
5U, St* Joseph Aspirin 
55. Sleep-Eze 
Food and food products 
56. Campbell's Soup 
57. Carnation Instant Dry Milk 
58. Dairy Queen Ice Cream 
59. Frenchette 
60. French’s Barbeque Sauce 
61. French’s Mashed Potatoes 
62. French's Mustard 
63. Jello 
6iu Lee and Perrin Sauce 
*66. Mazola oilg 
67. My-'HPure Flour 
68. Pillsbury Flour 
*70, Pillsbury Rolls2 
71. Post Toasties 
72. Pream 
73 Skippey's Peanut Butter 
1*8 
Gasoline and lubricants 
7lu Gulf 
75* Pure Firebird 
76. Sinclair 




*81. Everyready Spray2 
*83. Hot Shotg 
81*. Johnson's Wax 




91. Remington Shaver 
92* Vinyl Flooring 
93. Westinghouse Floor Polisher 
9k* Wizard 
Motor vehicles, motor products and supplies 
95. Central Chevrolet Car Dealer 
*97. Chevrolet,, 
98. Firestone Tires 
99. Ford 
Motor vehicles» motor products and supplies 
100* General Electric Refrigerator, freezer 
1ŒL. Goodyear Tires 
*103, Holiday Car Wax2 
10U, John Smith Chevrolet Dealer 




108. Prudential Life Insurance 
109. State Farm Insurance 
110. Trust Company of Georgia 




HU. Cashmere Bouquet 
*116. CloroXg 
117. Comet 
118. Handy Andy 
119. Ivory Snow 
120. Joy 
121. Lifebouy 
122. Lux Liquid 
(continued) 
So 
Soaps and detergents (continued) 
123. Mr* Clean 
*125. Niagara 
126. Nu Soft 
127. Oaydol 
128* Spic and Span 
*130. Snan2 
131. SOS Soap Pads 
132. Woolite 
Non-alcoholic beverages 
133. Bailey's Supreme Coffee 
13iu Chase and Sanborn 
135. Coca Cola 
*137. Lipton's tea2 
138. Maxwell House coffee 
*XU0. Minute Maid Orange Juic«2 
1111. Nestea 
1112. Pepsi Cola 
1U3. ïuban coffee 
Tobacco products 
*lll5. Bel Air Cigarettes2 
ll*6. Bull of the Woods Chewing Tobacco 
Ikl. Dental Snuff 
*1U9. Kent Cigarettes., 
150. Kool Cigarettes 
*1 
Tobacco products (continued) 
151. L & M Cigarettes 
152. Marlboro Cigarettes 
153» Oasis Cigarettes 
15U. Parliament Cigarettes 
*156. Phillip Morris Cigarettes 
157* Raleigh Cigarettes 
158. Salem Cigarettes 
159. Tareyton Cigarettes 
160. Viceroy Cigarettes 
161. Winston Cigarettes 
Wearing apparel 
162. Belles' Clothing 
163. Dupont Fiber 
*165. Kodel Fiber2 
166* Playtex Brasiere 
167. Playtex Girdle 
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